An instrument by means of which one enters: mentioned by Golilis as meaning a key; on the authority of Ibn-Seena (Avicenna).

In the Kur (ix. 57), accord. to the most usual reading, there meaning A place into which to enter, is originally (TA.)

For the other meanings, see 8CC-

A palm-tree rotten (S, K) within.

A she-camel compact, and firm, or strong, in make. (TA.) And/compact, and firm, or strong, in make. (TA.)

One who puts himself to trouble, or inconvenience, to enter into affairs. (K.) One who intrudes in affairs.

A well-known kind of grain; (Mbh.) and acquired its colour; (K, TA.) so that this predominated over its flavour: (TA.) [in this sense] it is said of cooked food when the cooking-pot is infected with smoke; (S, TA.)

Hence, as is indicated in the TA., it is said of wine, or beverage, as meaning + it became altered for the worse in odour. (See 8CC-

Hence also; + it was, or became, of a dusky, or dingy, colour, inclining to black, (K, TA.) like the colour of iron: (TA.)

You say + the plant, and the beast, became of that colour; (K, TA.) as though overspread with smoke; (S, TA.)

As also do, aor. +, inf. n. 8CC-

2: see 1, st s tense. = He smoked it, or made it smoky. + namely, flesh-meat. (S) in art. (fa., b.)

And Dromedarius. (TA.) A man compact, or contracted, in body; lit., having one portion thereof inserted into another. (TA.)

One who has a dust-colour.

A species of S3~ (JK, TA., K) said of food, or flesh-meat, infected with smoke: see 8CC-

App., or disposed, was, or became, bad, corrupt, or wicked. (K, TA.)

See also 8CC-

A hot, or an intensely hot, day: (JK, TA.) and + a night intensely hot, (JK, TA.) in which the heat is such as takes away the breath; (TA.) as though it were overspread by smoke. (JK, TA.) or a dusky, or dingy, night, inclining to blackness. (S)

A calm [or truce] for a cause other than recon-

in two places. (Hence) + A duskiness, or dizziness, inclining to blackness; (S, TA.) as also do, (JK, S, K) like the colour of smoke, (see 1, last signification but one) or like the colour of iron: (TA.) it is in a sheep, (S) or a horse and similar beasts, or in a garment, (TA.) and in a sword: (S, TA.) in this last it means + a blackness that appears in the broad side, by reason of its great brightness: (A, TA.) or the diversified very marks, streaks, or grain, (syn. 8CC-

A certain bird, (IB, K, TA.) the colour of which is like that of the lark: (TA.) hence also, (K, TA.) + It became altered for the worse in odour. (TA.) And + A man bad, corrupt, or wicked, in respect of nature, or disposition. (Sh, JK, K) (See also 8CC-